Abstract-High-resolution dual-polarization X-band images of the ocean surface were obtained at a grazing angle of about 3 . Area extensive imaging allowed us to study backscatter properties of sea spikes and to compare radar measurements with visual surface features evident from video recordings. The vertically polarized radar images consist of distributed scatter whose amplitude and Doppler velocity are modulated by larger scale gravity waves consistent with Bragg scattering and composite surface theory (CST). The horizontally polarized radar images are dominated by spatially discrete scattering centers (or sea spikes) moving at velocities comparable to the phase velocities of gravity waves beyond the spectral peak. These sea spikes also exist in the corresponding V-pol radar images, but are less prominent due to the dominant Bragg backscatter. Sea spikes are characterized by polarization ratios H/V that often exceed unity, typically by about 5 dB. Comparison of the larger spikes with simultaneous co-registered video recording of the surface indicates that approximately 30% of observed sea spikes are associated with actively breaking waves (whitecaps) while the remainder are identified with "steep" wave features. By classifying the larger sea spikes according to their corresponding surface features, we find Doppler velocities for sea spikes due to whitecaps noticeably faster (about 50%) than other sea spikes, though the distributions for both overlap significantly. We also find little measurable difference in the polarization ratios of the two classes of sea spikes as observed on the open ocean.
I. INTRODUCTION
U NDERSTANDING the physics of microwave backscatter from the ocean surface in the low-grazing-angle (LGA) regime is important in two aspects. First, for surveillance radar, optimal target detection requires knowledge of the statistics of the background clutter. Second, the use of radar as a tool to study the ocean surface requires understanding of the scattering mechanisms to interpret radar data and to relate it to oceanic parameters. For over three decades scientists have attempted to explain LGA radar backscatter. Characteristics of LGA backscatter that present particular problems to modelers are the marked differences in horizontally polarized (H) and vertically polarized (V) Doppler properties, and the intermittent and impulsive nature of H-polarized backscatter with intensities often exceeding those of the corresponding V-polarized signal.
At moderate incidence angles, microwave backscatter is reasonably well described by composite surface theory (CST) [1] , [2] where Bragg-resonant capillary-gravity waves ride atop gently undulating long waves. The small scale waves provide the mechanism for the microwave echo, while the larger scale waves are resolved through their modulation of the backscatter. As the incidence angle approaches grazing, however, many have reported that the normalized radar cross section (RCS) for H polarization is much higher than that predicted by CST and the frequency of the Doppler spectrum peak for H polarization is also higher than that for V [3] - [7] . "Sea spikes," a colloquial term to describe strong backscatter events frequently appearing in H polarized high-resolution radar data, have been studied both in the field [8] , [9] , [27] and the laboratory [10] - [12] . They have been shown to cause broadening of the Doppler spectra, increased frequency of the Doppler spectrum peak, and polarization ratio often exceeding unity. Theoretical models such as wedge diffraction [13] , accelerating plumes [14] , bound capillary waves [15] , and specular reflection have been proposed to explain the observations. Recent experimental evidence indicates that multipath scattering from objects near the surface leads to polarization characteristics similar to those of sea spikes [16] .
In this paper, we present a study comparing dual-polarized LGA radar backscatter measurements with simultaneous coregistered video recordings of the surface. The radar data was obtained using the focused phased-array imaging radar (FOPAIR), a high-resolution X-band (10 GHz) phased-array imaging radar described in [17] with modifications for dualpolarization operation. With an image spatial resolution of approximately 2 m, updated at 48-64 frames per second, the radar is able to identify and track scattering features in both space and time. Because the radar is also able to estimate mean Doppler shift at each pixel, it is possible to relate radar imagery to the more traditional Doppler spectrum observations of nonimaging scatterometers. By comparing V-and H-polarized radar images with video recordings of the ocean surface, we infer Doppler and polarization properties of the observed seaspike events that can be associated with visual surface features. Previous radar-video studies usually involved comparisons of video recordings with time-series of radar backscatter from a small spot on the surface. The area extensive high-resolution radar data presented here permits comparison of both radar and video image features. In the following section, the radar system, experimental setup, and data processing procedures are described. Environmental conditions and corresponding radar imagery and Doppler properties are presented in Section III. In Sections IV and V, we compare the radar and video imagery and interpret the results of the classification of observed sea spikes.
II. RADAR SYSTEM AND EXPERIMENTAL SETUP
The radar system consists of two sequentially sampled 64-element receiving antenna arrays, one vertically polarized and one horizontally polarized. Each array employs a co-polarized pyramidal horn transmitter to illuminate the ocean surface. Range resolution is 1.5 m and azimuthal resolution is 0.5 within the arrays' 24 field of view. This translates to an azimuthal pixel dimension of 1.75 m at 200-m range (the mean range of the data presented in this paper). Peak transmitted power is 200 W, boosted to an effective peak power of 40 kW through pulse compression.
From April 18 to May 8, 1995, the radar was deployed on the R/P FLIP during Phase-II of the marine boundary layer experiment (MBLEX). FLIP was moored at 36.6 N, 122.5 W, approximately 50-km west of Monterey, CA. The FOPAIR antenna was attached to a boom on the starboard side of FLIP approximately 12 m above the mean water level and was aimed in the direction of the keel of FLIP, nominally North (see Fig. 1 ). The area of ocean surface imaged by FOPAIR was, therefore, a 24 wedge lying between 150 and 246 m, corresponding to grazing angles between 4.2 and 2.8 , respectively.
Throughout the experiment, the radar was configured to acquire images in pairs with an interimage delay of 2.5 ms. Acquisition time for each image is 0.64 ms during which it is assumed that the motion of the ocean surface is effectively frozen while the short delay between images provides a means for estimating Doppler velocity at each pixel location. The 2.5-ms delay translates to a Doppler velocity Nyquist interval of 3.0 ms . During this experiment, image pairs were acquired at rates between 48 and 64 Hz in a polarization interleaved format: vertical-vertical (VV), horizontal-horizontal (HH), , yielding an image-pair (or "frame") rate of 24-32 Hz per polarization.
Radar echoes acquired by the array are stored directly to high-speed disk in an unfocused format. Focused radar images are then generated through postprocessing on a computer work station following the experiment. Once complex radar images are formed, three image products are accumulated: backscattered power, Doppler velocity, and the coherence of the complex backscatter. Letting and represent corresponding pixel values in the complex images of a given pair, the image products are
where , , and are backscattered power, Doppler velocity, and coherence, respectively, and denotes averaging over a short time interval. In (2) , is the radio wavelength and is the inter-image delay. For ocean measurements, Doppler velocity is often converted to a horizontal component of Doppler velocity by dividing by the sine of the incidence angle. Near grazing, however, this correction is negligible. The coherence is an indicator of the uncertainty of the Doppler velocity estimate. Measurement of combined with an assumed form for the autocorrelation function of can be used to estimate Doppler bandwidth of the scattering within the image pixel [18] . Such an approach is commonly used in weather radar applications [19] , however, as relatively few samples are averaged in our short time estimates, we use as a qualitative figure-of-merit only. When approaches unity, uncertainty is small implying a narrowband-type scattering during the time interval. When it is low, uncertainty is large implying either a broad instantaneous Doppler bandwidth within the pixel or inadequate signal-to-noise ratio (SNR) when backscattered power levels are low.
With this procedure, backscattered power, Doppler, and coherence were calculated for both polarizations and averaged over 0.25 s (six-eight image pairs, depending upon the frame rate used) yielding simultaneous image sequences of vertically and horizontally polarized backscatter at a 4-Hz update rate. Power images are corrected for the radar's azimuthal antenna pattern and for an inverse cubic range dependence appropriate for pulse-limited operation when viewing a distributed target. Resulting power units are proportional to normalized RCS, . The two polarizations are co-registered with each other using results from a post-experiment deployment in which the arrays both view a trihedral corner reflector. Power images are not absolutely calibrated, although comparisons between polarizations are permitted through the polarization ratio, H/V.
III. OBSERVATIONS
Meteorological parameters were measured continuously during the experiment. Five-minute averaged winds measured Fig. 2 as A, B, C, and D. These correspond to one downwind-downwave observation [A, April 28] and three upwind-upwave observations: a young sea [B, May 3] , a developed sea [C, May 5] , and a decaying sea [D, May 7] . Wind and wave parameters for these four cases are given in Table I showing measured wind, wave height, and dominant wave frequency. Dominant wavelengths and phase velocities are calculated using linear theory. We begin with the upwind cases.
A. Radar and Video Imagery
The upper panel of Fig. 3 shows V-polarized radar images for a young sea obtained on May 3. Though the wind has been blowing for over 20 h from northwest (the upper-left corner in the radar images), little development of seas occurred, possibly due to an opposing swell. The wind speed at the time of the radar images was 10 ms , just at the onset of significant sea development with frequent whitecapping. The left image is the backscattered power, the middle image is Doppler velocity, and the right image is coherence. The V-polarized imagery shows distributed scattering in which both power and Doppler velocity images show modulations due primarily to the longer waves. Comparisons of power and Doppler time-series indicate that the strongest return is generally associated with the forward faces of the advancing waves. Some shadowing effects appear evident in the areas characterized by low powers, noisy (speckled) velocities, and low coherence values as these areas are generally located behind advancing wave crests. The observed distributed scattering is qualitatively consistent with the CST. Note, however, that local power maxima are usually accompanied by correspondingly high Doppler velocities and, occasionally, by low coherence values implying broad instantaneous Doppler bandwidths. Such a signature is consistent with the "sea spikes" observed in V-polarized backscatter at moderate incidence angles [9] .
The lower panel of Fig. 3 shows the corresponding Hpolarized images where very little distributed backscatter is evident. Since the predicted Bragg backscatter for H is approximately 30 dB weaker than V at this grazing angle [2] , only very localized non-Bragg scatterers contribute to the echo. These are qualitatively consistent with observations of sea spikes. The background in the HH power image represents the noise floor of the radar. The velocity image shows random velocities in areas of little or no scattering consistent with a randomly distributed phase for noise. The coherence image also shows low values virtually everywhere except where scattering is significant.
Features in the radar imagery can be roughly reconciled with features in the corresponding video image shown in Fig. 4 . The rectangle in the video frame in Fig. 4 (a) marks the approximate location of the radar footprint given the viewing geometry and assuming a flat sea. Some misregistration between radar image features and their apparent sources as discerned from video is inevitable as the sea is never truly flat. This is particularly an issue in higher sea states. Panels (b) and (c) in Fig. 4 show a stretched version of the boxed area and a color composite of the radar power images transformed into the video's coordinate system. V scattering is represented by green intensity and H by red. Where they are of comparable magnitude, the colors combine yielding yellow. Here it is possible to see evidence of non-Bragg scattering events one can associate with visual surface features such as whitecaps or steep wave features.
Figs. 5 and 6 show radar and video images for more developed seas (May 5) and for decaying seas (May 7). First-order image characteristics for these are similar to those for the young sea except for the obvious differences in dominant wavelength and the more pronounced effects of shadowing. Fig. 7 shows radar images for the downwind look. The vertically polarized return is again dominated by distributed scatterer, while the horizontally polarized return consists of sea spikes only. Compared with the upwind cases, sea spikes are less frequent and their backscatter is noticeably weaker. 
B. Doppler Properties
To compare this imagery with results of other investigators, it is useful to examine the Doppler properties of the backscatter. Doppler spectra are the typical output format of coherent scatterometers used in many ocean scattering studies. Because of the large data bandwidth associated with the imaging radar, it is not feasible to obtain a resolved Doppler spectrum at each pixel location; only a mean Doppler velocity is estimated. However, because there exists both a (short-time) power and a Doppler velocity estimate at each pixel, one can construct a power-weighted Doppler velocity histogram by binning powers by their corresponding Doppler velocities. The resulting distribution of power with Doppler velocity is analogous to a mean Doppler spectrum, though not strictly equivalent. In particular, it does not capture temporal characteristics such as the effects of finite scatterer lifetimes that a Doppler spectrum obtained via Fourier transformation contains. It is worth noting that it can be considered equivalent for the particular case of a slowly frequency modulated waveform with a large modulation index [22] , a reasonable signal model for composite-surface scattering in which a narrowband (Bragg) echo from a small spot is amplitude and frequency modulated by the slowly varying long waves. However, since only a portion of the scattering we observe is described by this model, we refer to our "spectra" simply as weighted Doppler distributions. somewhat weaker, but more symmetric H distribution. The asymmetry of the V distributions can be attributed to two primary factors: 1) modulation transfer function [23] and shadowing effects and 2) contributions due to non-Bragg scatterers that appear preferentially near wave crests. In the absence of any amplitude modulation or shadowing effects, the velocity distribution observed would simply represent the distribution of wave orbital velocities projected in the radar line-of-sight, which would be reasonably symmetric for the long waves. The geometrical component of the MTF predicts and field measurements support backscatter favoring the portions of waves oriented toward the radar that yield smaller local incidence angles [24] , [25] .
V peaks are displaced from zero Doppler by about 0.5 ms consistent with contributions due to the phase velocities of Bragg-resonant capillary waves (0.24 ms ) and the effects of wind-induced surface current, typically about 3% of the wind speed [26] . Though the locations of the V peaks remain fairly constant, the width varies with the sea state. The young seas has a narrower distribution than the developed sea consistent with the observation that shorter waves characteristic of young seas have smaller orbital velocities than do the larger waves of developed seas. Horizontal lines in the plots indicate expected standard deviations of orbital velocities due to the long waves as estimated from the rms wave height and dominant wave frequencies of Table I . These estimates assume a Gaussian distribution of velocities and show good agreement with the widths of the distributions with the exception of Case A. This may be an effect of residual swell and differences in record lengths used between radar and wave-wire measurements. For the decaying sea, the intensity of the backscatter is much weaker than the other two cases due to the reduced energy in the capillary waves as winds diminish.
The location of the H-distribution peaks are of consistently higher velocity than the corresponding V peaks. For the young sea, the distribution is generally confined to a range of velocities around 1.8 ms . For the developed sea the distribution is centered at a higher velocity 2.4 ms , but is also much broader, encompassing a wider range of velocities. In Case C, significant Doppler foldover is evident. The total backscattered power for young and developed seas are comparable and are greater than that for the decaying sea.
C. Doppler Properties of Sea Spikes
Visual inspection of the H and V radar images of Figs. 3-7 show that the discrete scatterers observed in H images often appear in the V images as well. These events in the V imagery show impulsive characteristics with large Doppler shifts indicating a non-Bragg component to the V polarized backscatter. However, because the Bragg component of backscatter for V is generally much stronger than that for H, these events do not stand out as much in V radar images or in Doppler distributions.
In the remainder of this paper, we focus on the nature of these sea-spike events in radar imagery. To this end, we begin by conditionally sampling imagery based on the presence of a detectable signal in the H channel. To discriminate between signal-dominated and noise-dominated pixels in H-backscatter images, both a power threshold and a coherence criterion are used. The power threshold accepts all pixels whose power is at least 10 dB above the mean noise level, while the coherence is used to discriminate signal-dominated pixels at lower SNR's. Fig. 9 shows a histogram of observed H coherencies for Case B (solid line). Superimposed is a power-weighted version of the same histogram (dashed line) or the distribution of power as a function of coherence. Taken together, these curves indicate two populations of pixels with a dividing line occurring roughly near . The larger population of lower coherence pixels is generally noise-dominated, so we also choose to accept all pixels whose coherence exceeds 0.8. A cumulative histogram of filtered H-polarized backscatter is shown in Fig. 9 plotted on Rayleigh probability axes [27] . H-polarized LGA backscatter is often described in terms of the Weibull distribution, whose cumulative distribution function (CDF) is given by . Plotting versus power in dB allows one to estimate the shape parameter, B through the slope of the resulting curve. The tail of this particular distribution is given by . Fig. 10 shows Doppler distributions consisting only of pixels identified as signal dominated. While the conditional sampling has not changed, the H distribution's shape much from that of the original, much of the energy has been removed from the V distribution, which now appear more similar to the H. The mean velocities of the V distributions are still systematically lower than the H, likely indicating significant contributions of Bragg scattering within the resolution cells containing non-Bragg scatterers. In such a case, the mean velocity reported represents a power-weighted average due to the competing scattering mechanisms within the pixel. When considering polarization ratios with respect to nonBragg scattering models, it is important to minimize the influence of residual Bragg scattering contributions to the V polarized return. The relative impact of such Bragg scattering would be greatest in the smaller amplitude sea spikes. If we consider only the upper half of available H pixels (those H pixels with power exceeding the median power), then the corresponding V Doppler-distribution approach the H distribution more closely as indicated in Fig. 10 where most of the energy discarded is from the lower velocities. Scatter diagrams of V velocities versus H velocities for these pixels indicate that although some velocity bias is still present, the correlation of V velocities with H velocities is reasonably high. We note here that although only half of the data points have been retained at this point, these represent about 90% of the detected H-polarized signal power. Fig. 11 shows histograms of the polarization ratio H/V evaluated on a pixel-by-pixel basis. We find the most probable polarization ratio to be in the neighborhood of 5 dB for the young and developed seas, a few decibels higher for decaying seas, and a few decibels lower for the downwind look. Thus, for the sea spikes observed, polarization ratios exceed unity most of the time. Because of residual influences of V-polarized Bragg backscatter within the resolution cells, polarization ratios reported here likely underestimate the "true" polarization ratio of the non-Bragg component of scattering alone. This might partially explain the noticeably higher polarization ratios observed for the decaying sea (Case D) where winds are low and Bragg backscatter levels are reduced.
IV. COMPARISON WITH VIDEO
To determine any relation of scattering signatures to surface geometries, we attempt to correlate sea spikes in the radar images with surface features evident in video recordings of the surface. The primary intent of this analysis is twofold: first, to determine if visually different surface features show measurably distinct Doppler or polarization ratio properties, and second, to determine to what extent the radar signature is a metric of visual whitecapping. During the experiment, both video recordings and radar data were synchronized using an IRIG-B time code generator that stamped both the video and radar images with the current time. Following the experiment, a representative sampling of 100 video images spanning the duration of each radar record was extracted using a frame grabber. Using the time stamps on each video image, we retrieved the corresponding radar images for comparison.
Radar sea-spike images were compared with video images and scattering events were divided into four classes: I) whitecapping exclusively present; II) "steep" wave feature present, but no whitecap; III) both a combination of whitecapping and steep waves; and IV) no feature visibly evident. Classes I) and II) are unambiguous, while Class III) was included to account for spatially large sea-spike events corresponding to longcrested partially breaking waves. The intent is to discriminate unambiguously between strictly whitecapping and steep waves with the expectation that properties of Class III) will fall somewhere in between. Once categorized, radar image pixels comprising these event types are selectively examined to infer mean Doppler and polarization ratio properties.
Given the 32 24 field-of-view of the video camera and the 640 480 pixel resolution of the frame grabber, the angular sampling resolution of the video image is approximately 0.05 . With this information, as well as the nominal height of the array above the mean water level and the horizon as a reference, the radar's range versus azimuth image is mapped into the video's elevation versus azimuth image. The radar's azimuthal resolution is 0.05 , a factor of ten lower than the video sampling resolution. In elevation, however, the video angular resolution maps to range resolutions of 1.6 to 4 m at ranges of 150 and 246 m, respectively. These are comparable to or slightly lower than that of the radar.
A limitations inherent to this kind of comparison needs to be mentioned. At near-grazing incidence, pixel-by-pixel classification is extremely difficult due to inevitable misregistration between radar and video images due to the undulating sea surface (the assumption of a flat sea surface must be made in order to transform between radar and video coordinates). This demanded that classification be performed manually on an "event-by-event" basis where an event is defined as a group of contiguous sea-spike image pixels. To make manual classification of the pixels reasonable, it was necessary to place a modest requirement on the spatial extent of events. Thus, beginning with the upper half of H-pixels, only those events whose spatial extent exceeded two contiguous pixels were considered.
Though these conditions may seem somewhat arbitrary, they discard only the events for which visual comparison is not Fig. 11 . Polarization ratio histograms for upper 50% of sea-spike pixels indicate polarization ratios generally greater than unity. Noticeably higher polarization ratios for Case D may be due to the reduced influence of Bragg scattering for V polarization under the low wind conditions. straightforward while retaining most of the total H-polarized signal power (85-90%). We believe this to be as inclusive a criterion as is tractable.
Results of the classification are shown in Fig. 12 and Table II . Stacked bar charts in the figure show the fractional contributions of each class. The table lists the number of events classified for each case and the mean power, Doppler velocity, and polarization ratio statistics. For the young and the developed sea (Cases B and C), video and radar comparison show that Classes I) and III), corresponding to total or partial whitecapping, together account for about 30% of the observed sea-spike events while steep wave features account for approximately 60%. For the decaying sea (Case D) there were virtually no whitecaps despite the presence of large waves. In this case, total or partial whitecapping accounted for about 3% of observed spikes while steep features accounted for 92%. For the downwind look (Case A), a somewhat larger percentage of the sea-spike events (about 40%) can be associated with actively breaking waves. Though both the number of spikes and their intensity are significantly lower than for upwind looks, this viewing geometry appears to suppress the influence of steep features.
These percentages are based solely on event counts with no regard to their intensity. If events are weighted by their spatial coverage, the percentage attributable to whitecapping increases somewhat. If events are weighted by their corresponding powers, actively breaking waves (categories I and III) can be associated with a modest majority of power in Cases A, Doppler properties of classified sea-spike events are summarized in Fig. 13 . Here, Doppler distributions and polarization ratio histograms are computed individually for each class. Examining the Doppler signatures it is possible to discriminate between the velocity distributions of categories I and II. Mean Doppler shifts for whitecapping events are generally higher than for steep wave features, although there is significant overlap of the two distributions. Also, the Doppler distributions for category III fall between I and II as expected. This is true for both V and H polarizations.
It was our expectation that actively breaking waves and steep features as observed on the open ocean might show noticeably different polarization ratios. Comparing the polarization ratios for scatterers in Classes I) and II), however, we do not observe a significant difference in the mean-polarization ratios (see Table I ). The distributions for both classes are again highly overlapped as was the case for the Doppler signatures. Based upon these observations, it appears that polarization ratio is less sensitive to the class of scatterer than is Doppler velocity, at least on the open ocean. Differences are evident in the mean power of events of Classes I) and II) for both vertical and horizontal polarizations. Table II shows mean differences on the order of 2 dB. Again, however, distributions for both (not shown) are highly overlapped.
V. DISCUSSION
Though virtually every investigation of high-resolution ocean surface backscatter has noted the importance of breaking waves in the horizontally polarized signature, few have deliberately attempted to correlate microwave echoes with whitecap events using video imaging in the field. Lewis and Olin [8] used combined radar and video in their investigation of breaking waves in the near-shore zone. They noted an obvious correspondence between the largest events and breaking, but also noted a large number of events not associated with visual breaking. Wave breaking in shallow water characterized by large "plunging" breakers is quite different than breaking in deep water characterized more by "spilling" breakers.
Jessup et al. [20] used combined scatterometer and video measurements from a tower to determine whitecap detection estimates. At the moderate incidence angle they employed, the "sea spikes" they detected were dominated more by specular events where H/V . Using a combination of power and Doppler criteria to identify sea spikes associated with whitecaps and, with a space-time window included in their comparison, they found they could detect 60-70% of sea spikes produced by waves which eventually broke within a limited distance downwave of their illuminated area. If they limited attention to coincident sea-spike and whitecap events, detection probabilities were substantially lower.
We found (for the admittedly limited number of cases studied) that the majority of observed large sea spikes are not associated with visible whitecaps, though whitecaps appear responsible for a modest majority of the total sea-spike power. Since the radar images an extended area over time, it would be inappropriate to include a similar space-time window about our radar measurements to improve detection statistics. That is, at any given time the radar image consists of echoes due both to actively breaking waves and to steep waves, which may or may not evolve to breaking themselves. On average, however, the actively breaking waves and the portion of steep waves that do eventually break should exist in proportion to their relative lifetimes. From wavetank measurements, it is generally believed that the most intense part of the sea-spike signature is associated with the unstable steep-crested phase of breaking just prior to the whitecapping event itself [10] , [16] , [28] . Sea-spike decorrelation times of the order of 500 ms (reported in [11] ) suggest the approximate duration of the relevant phases of breaking for sea spikes. Thus, one might expect that the average number of steep waves, observed at a given instant, that evolve to breaking is somewhat smaller than the average number of visible whitecap events. The large proportion of sea spikes due to steep features we observe supports the notion of a large population of steep, but nonvisibly breaking waves contributing to the overall H polarized return. A significant fraction of these are likely the "microscale breakers" described by Banner and Peregrine [31] -small wave crests less than about 4 cm high in which surface tension is sufficiently strong to prevent air entrainment and, hence, visible whitecapping. Since this scale is comparable to the X-band radar's electromagnetic wavelength (3 cm), features on this scale could be rather efficient scatterers. The spatial resolution of our radar and video measurements does not permit an assessment of the relative impact of these events.
Given the comparable contributions of scattering power from steep waves and whitecaps in Cases A, B, and C, it is also apparent that the mean velocity of visual breaking is likely underestimated by the centroid of the H Doppler spectrum. Lee et al. [7] described their LGA scattering measurements in terms of "slow" and "fast" scatterers as discerned from Doppler spectra. The fast scatterers they associated with nonBragg scattering from gravity waves. Assuming the mean velocity of the fast scatterers was associated with the phase speed of breaking waves, they inferred their wavelength and found them to be short gravity waves well beyond the spectral peak. Similar observations were made by Smith et al. [29] and Frasier and McIntosh [30] who estimated breaking wavelength from the apparent group velocity of radar modulations associated with non-Bragg scatterers that were evident in dispersion diagrams. Our results indicate that the H Doppler spectrum includes roughly equal contributions from actively breaking waves and from steep features. Because the observed "steep wave" spikes tend toward lower average Doppler velocities, their influence on the Doppler spectrum may bias any estimates of the wavelength of (large-scale) breaking toward shorter waves. The last column of Table II lists the wavelength of ocean waves whose phase velocity is equal to the mean H-Doppler velocities of Classes I) and II). These should be compared with the dominant wavelengths of Table I .
Though we have restricted our attention to the larger events in the radar/video comparison, the substantial overlap in both the power distributions and the Doppler velocity distributions for steep wave spikes and for whitecaps indicate that attempting to discriminate between the two is not straightforward. One cannot detect a reasonable range of breaking scales without also detecting steep wave features, at least using the parameters of power, polarization ratio, and Doppler velocity. It is perhaps more realistic to consider a simple parameter like sea-spike coverage based solely on a power threshold. Though it may be consistently higher than separate estimates of whitecap coverage, it might scale with wind speed or wind stress in the same way. Phillips [32] argued as much on dimensional grounds, predicting a cubic dependence on the number of sea spikes with wind stress. Such a dependence was also observed by Jessup et al. in their moderate incidence angle tower-based measurements [21] . Investigating these relationships for our measurements is an area of future efforts. 
